
Memo to: Township Committee     July 10, 2018 

From: Pat Monaco, Township Administrator 

Re; Traffic Island Beautification 

Mayor and Township Committee we have investigated the beautification of our traffic islands as was 
suggested at an earlier Township Committee meeting. The proposed idea was to get local landscapers to 
provide maintenance on an island and in lieu of payment the Township would allow an advertisement 
sign. 

Our analysis was conducted on several fronts and the results are as follows: 

Risk Management Component 

- Setting up of work zones and traffic control compliant with MUTCD (Manual of Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices) and personnel training. (problematic for small contractors) 

- Certificate of Insurance and Hold Harmless agreements with higher limits. (Liability limits 
were an issue with many) 

Engineering Component 

-To avoid sight issues no plant is to be planted higher than 18” and maintained no higher than 
24”. 

-Plant selection needs to be deer resistant, drought/ heat tolerant, with height restriction. 

Local Landscaper Interest 

-We contacted 16 local landscape contractors and for a variety of reasons we had 1 maybe and 1 
yes interested in pursuing. 

These factors will preclude us from employing this particular solution. 

Another Cost Neutral Solution 

 Should the Township Committee wish to pursue, we would solicit the general business community for 
financial sponsorship of traffic islands while allowing advertisement. 

We would recommend choosing 2 to 3 islands for in-house crews to set up a pilot program to address 
the same concerns raised. The following points are critical to a successful project: 

 -Mitigation of Risk Management concerns (in-house crews resolve this concern) 

-Island selection of key Township focal points (selection of too many will overwhelm resources) 

-Minimizing footprint and selecting proper plantings is important while maximizing planting 
effect.   

-Offsetting costs with financial sponsorship program. 

If approved and once this Pilot Program is underway we can evaluate resources and costs needed to 
setting up a business advertisement sponsorship program.  


